
Shun scissors from KAI – 
E�ortless precision for kitchen and home
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Mood image Shun Scissors

The renowned cutlery manufacturer KAI presents household, multipurpose and herb scissors within the premium Shun 
series. Each pair of scissors showcases KAI's enduring quality, brimming with cleverly designed features. Their versatility 
makes them the perfect choice for a wide range of cutting tasks in the kitchen, from preparing ingredients to everyday 
housework. Their understated yet timeless design blends seamlessly into any setting.

The new Shun multipurpose scissors DM-7300 (RRP 69.95 € including VAT) are a testament to innovation and 
precision. Their sharp blades glide through a multitude of materials with ease. One of the two blades also features a 
bone notch. Ideal for separating poultry bones when preparing meals, the bone notch also tackles tasks like neatly 
trimming flower stems. 

The handles of the scissors also conceal a trove of hidden kitchen utensils and tools. Integrated into their design are a 
dedicated nutcracker and a crown cap opener. Nestled in the handle's base lies another ingenious feature: two 
integrated stainless steel cap lifters, which allow vacuum-sealed screw caps to be easily opened.

The new Shun household scissors DM-7240 (RRP 109.00 € incl. VAT) boast meticulously honed matte blades that glide 
through tough cuts with e�ortless precision. The ergonomically sculpted handles e�ortlessly cradle your hands 
throughout your culinary journey. These kitchen scissors also boast an integrated bone notch on one blade, and a 
clever stainless steel cap lifter on the handle that conquers even the tightest vacuum seals, making them an ideal 
helper in the kitchen and household. 

Shun herb scissors DM-7100 (RRP 59.95 € incl. VAT) tackle all types of herbs with e�ortless precision, and ease even 
sturdy stems. These scissors also have an integrated stem puller that makes quick work of trimming herbs like rosemary. 
The generously sized handles provide a secure and comfortable grip during use.

Shun scissors are manufactured from stainless steel blades. They also disassemble e�ortlessly into two parts,  making 
thorough and easy cleaning a breeze. 

Shun DM-7100 herb scissors are already available as part of the existing KAI range. The new KAI Shun multipurpose 
scissors DM-7300 will be available from May, the Shun household scissors DM-7240 from June 2024.
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About KAI:

For over 115 years, the KAI company has been producing cutlery in the tradition of the legendary samurai of ancient 
Japan. The desire to preserve ancient traditions and combine them with innovative techniques is not a contradiction 
but forms the basis for new products that honour the Japanese art of forging while meeting modern demands. With 
the highest quality standards, KAI has made it its mission to produce special knives for everyday use. Made from 
natural resources, shaped and designed according to the expertise of the ancient Samurai blacksmithing art, KAI 
products are a symbol of Japanese craftsmanship made with the highest precision.

www.kai-europe.com 


